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Chairman Thompson and Members of the Select Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to submit this testimony to discuss the disinformation about the 2020 presidential election that fueled the violent January 6, 2021 attack on the U.S. Capitol (the “insurrection”) and how that disinformation continues to threaten voting and elections in America.

On behalf of the Brennan Center for Justice, I thank this Committee for its investigation into one of the most shameful and alarming attacks on American democracy in our nation’s history. As you know, the insurrection’s motivating theory was that the 2020 presidential election was “stolen” from former President Donald Trump. This “Big Lie” relies on disproven and racially-charged allegations of widespread voter fraud, ballot irregularities, and conspiracies to otherwise “rig” the election. The 2020 election is over, but the Big Lie continues to wreak havoc on our elections. My testimony will explain how the same disinformation about voter fraud and the 2020 election that drove the January 6 insurrection is fueling ongoing efforts to undermine voting rights and sabotage the electoral process across the country, as well as efforts to attack election officials and otherwise undermine impartial election administration.

Part I of my testimony walks through evidence of how the Big Lie is driving two anti-democratic trends in the states: the swift, aggressive push to restrict access to voting rights and the novel push to enable partisan actors to interfere in election administration. In the 12 months following the insurrection, 19 states passed 34 restrictive voting bills, or bills that make it more difficult to vote, according to the Brennan Center’s count. This was a significant escalation over years past. At the same time, state lawmakers pressed a new species of legislation—election sabotage bills—which enable partisan actors to interfere with or manipulate elections by changing who runs elections, counts the votes, and how. At least 11 election sabotage laws
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passed in nine states in 2021. This anti-democratic push continues today; as of the Brennan Center’s January 14, 2022 count, state lawmakers had introduced, pre-filed, or carried over more than 250 restrictive voting bills and 41 election sabotage bills. These bills are much more closely connected to the push to overturn the 2020 election than many realize.

My testimony will establish, first, that many of these new restrictive voting and election sabotage bills stem directly from the false allegations made in lawsuits brought by former President Trump’s campaign and his supporters in their bid to change the 2020 election results. Second, it will demonstrate that the state lawmakers leading this legislative charge are among the same individuals who rejected the 2020 election results. Almost all of them made public statements connecting their support for restrictive voting legislation to disinformation about the legitimacy of the 2020 election or widespread voter fraud. Already, the voting legislation that they succeeded in passing is creating tangible, negative effects on voters and disproportionately impacting voters of color.

Part II of my testimony will describe two ways in which the Big Lie is driving attacks on impartial election administration. First, false claims about voter fraud and the legitimacy of the 2020 election are triggering attacks on our nation’s election administrators, leading an unprecedented number to contemplate quitting. A recent Brennan Center survey found that one in six election officials have experienced threats because of their job, and nearly one in three know of at least one colleague who has left their position due to safety concerns, increased threats, or intimidation. Second, my testimony lays out how the Big Lie is politicizing election administration in other ways. Among other things, 2022 candidates for election administration positions are embracing election denial in their pitch to voters and donors. Races that feature election denial have seen massive increases in contributions, particularly from out-of-state donors. These trends pose a serious risk to impartial election administration in America.

In short, there is ample evidence that the disinformation that fueled the January 6 insurrection continues to undermine our election system. With 2022 primaries in progress, and the 2024 presidential election around the corner, the dangers to American democracy loom large.

This Committee’s work is critical to repairing the breach in the fabric of our nation caused by the January 6 insurrection. It is critical to ensuring that the perpetrators of the violent insurrection are held accountable, and its victims receive justice. It also is critical to ensuring that this reprehensible history does not repeat itself. And it is critical to ensuring the that the Big Lie that fueled the insurrection does not continue to grow and further damage our democracy.
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I. The Same Election Denial Claims and Rhetoric That Fueled the Insurrection Are Driving Damaging Vote Suppression and Election Sabotage Efforts

Since the 2020 election, the country has witnessed two aggressive, anti-democratic developments in state legislatures. First, efforts to suppress voting have soared. In 2021 alone, at least 19 states passed 34 restrictive voting laws, or laws that make it more difficult to vote—the largest number that the Brennan Center has seen in any year since it first began tracking voting legislation in 2011. Indeed, between 2011 and 2021, at least 33 states passed 97 restrictive voting bills, and more than a third of those laws passed last year alone. This legislative push was nationwide; overall, legislators introduced more than 400 restrictive voting bills in 49 states in 2021. This trend continues in 2022. As of the Brennan Center’s January 14, 2022 count, state lawmakers had introduced, pre-filed, or carried over more than 250 restrictive voting bills.

The provisions in these bills range from curtailing access to mail voting and enacting new or stricter voter ID requirements, to imposing new barriers for voters and limiting or eliminating same-day voter registration. These numbers continue to grow.

Second, states have seen a dramatic spike in legislation that would enable partisan actors to meddle in election administration and vote counting processes—otherwise known as “election sabotage” bills. The Brennan Center identified at least 11 election sabotage laws passed in nine states in 2021, including laws in two states that allow partisan actors to remove election officials from their positions and replace them close to an election, laws in six states that create criminal penalties for election officials who take certain steps to make it easier for individuals to vote, and laws in three states that empower partisan poll watchers to interfere in the vote counting process. Our January 14, 2022 count found that legislators in at least 13 states already...
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had pre-filed and introduced an unprecedented 41 such bills that would threaten the people and processes that make elections work. These provisions range from allowing any citizen to initiate or conduct biased election audits; to imposing new criminal or civil penalties on election officials for making unintentional errors; to allowing partisan actors to remove election officials from office. These numbers also continue to grow.

The Brennan Center has been chronicling and studying these negative developments. Specifically, two recent analyses demonstrate that the same false allegations of a stolen election that drove the insurrection are driving these ongoing efforts to undermine voting rights and sabotage electoral processes. One analysis examined the text of restrictive voting and election sabotage legislation to show that it closely maps onto the same allegations made in lawsuits brought by former President Trump and his supporters in the wake of the 2020 election—all of which were unsuccessful. The second analysis reviewed the rhetoric of those legislators leading restrictive voting and election sabotage efforts to establish that these bills rest upon the same debunked rhetoric of widespread voter fraud that fueled the insurrection.

A. There Is Strong Evidence That the False Claims That Fueled the Insurrection Are Fueling Vote Suppression and Election Sabotage Legislation

For more than a decade, the Brennan Center has tracked and reported on new laws that make it more difficult for individuals to vote. From the outset, baseless claims of voter fraud fueled this legislative movement. Following the 2020 election, former President Trump and his supporters used this same rhetoric to conjure up claims of a “stolen” election and launch a full-scale effort to overturn the presidential election results in key states, including through a flurry of unsuccessful lawsuits discussed in section i below. In the wake of that failed effort, election denial proponents began rapidly introducing and passing state bills that restrict access to voting and make it easier for partisan actors to meddle in election administration. Our research demonstrates that this unprecedented legislative push was driven in significant part by claims that the 2020 election was stolen, as reflected by the similarity between the false claims made in lawsuits and the new legislative provisions, as well as by the public statements made by legislative sponsors concerning the legitimacy of the 2020 election and widespread voter fraud.

It is well established that voter fraud, while pernicious, is vanishingly rare in U.S. elections. Courts universally rejected lawsuits seeking to overturn the 2020 election result based upon false theories of fraud. Election officials and experts of all political persuasions
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overwhelmingly agree that the 2020 election was one of the most secure in modern history. Nevertheless, false claims about widespread voter fraud and the legitimacy of the 2020 election continue to drive legislation and policy efforts in the states.

i. Comparison of False Legal Claims about the 2020 Election and State Legislation Introduced and Passed in 2021

In the days before and after the 2020 election, former President Trump’s campaign and his supporters filed a blizzard of unsuccessful lawsuits in an attempt to alter the election’s outcome. These lawsuits made a variety of allegations that the election was rife with fraud and irregularities. A recent Brennan Center analysis demonstrates that the false allegations contained in these suits map directly onto many provisions in the wave of new restrictive voting and election sabotage measures passed in 2022.

The analysis focuses on those lawsuits that raised false claims of fraud and attempted to disrupt or overturn the election, which were filed in 17 states. Although courts rejected these suits, in 2021 legislators in 16 of the 17 states where suits were filed introduced bills to restrict access to voting. The majority of lawsuits filed before or immediately after the 2020 election centered on allegations that the mail voting process was not secure, despite well-settled evidence to the contrary. Not surprisingly, the most common theme of new restrictive voting legislation last year was, in turn, an effort to restrict mail voting.

In fact, the connections between the 2020 litigation claims and the 2021 restrictive voting bills were much more specific than that. In 15 of the 16 states with both litigation and legislation, at least one provision in a new restrictive voting bill can be directly traced to a specific false claim made in a 2020 election lawsuit in that state. The similarities remain just as strong when looking only at the most extreme category of lawsuits: those filed after Election Day seeking to overturn the results or block certification of an election. These lawsuits, filed in at least 12 states,
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relied heavily upon spurious claims of fraud that courts ultimately rejected. Yet in 11 of these 12 states, a provision contained in a 2021 restrictive voting bill directly mirrors false claims made in those suits.

In Arizona, for example, one 2020 lawsuit contested the results of the presidential election based in part upon an unproven claim that out-of-state voters cast ballots in Arizona. The case was dismissed, but in 2021 Arizona legislators introduced a bill to expand voter roll purges in an effort to remove hypothetical out-of-state voters from the voter rolls. Similarly, multiple cases in Wisconsin challenged election officials’ decision to accept absentee ballots without a photo ID during the pandemic based upon the state’s exemption to the voter ID requirement for individuals who are “indefinitely confined.” In 2021, legislators introduced two bills to repeal the exemption.

In some states, the connections between 2020 litigation claims and 2021 legislative efforts were especially pronounced. In Georgia, for instance, litigation pushed four spurious claims to cast doubt upon the election results: (i) poll watchers were deliberately blocked from observing ballot processing, creating doubt in the accuracy of the counting process; (ii) the state’s use of drop boxes increased the risk of fraud; (iii) absentee ballots generally threaten election integrity and lead to fraud; and (iv) private foundations used grant funding to gain undue influence over election officials. These claims were unsuccessful, and yet the Georgia legislature reinforced them by signing into law Senate Bill 202, which: (i) expands legal rights of poll watchers to observe elections without constraints by election administrators; (ii) limits the availability of drop boxes; (iii) significantly restricts access to mail voting by imposing stricter identification requirements for absentee voters and narrows the window to apply for absentee ballots; and (iv) prohibits local election administrators from accepting funding from private sources.

Pennsylvania illustrates the connection between baseless lawsuits challenging the integrity of the 2020 election and 2021 election sabotage provisions. Many of the legal challenges in Pennsylvania falsely claimed that the state’s certification of the 2020 election was somehow invalid. Although unfounded, these claims did influence Pennsylvania legislators, who introduced at least five resolutions in 2021 directly aimed at invalidating the results of the 2020 election. Legal challenges in the state also made allegations of fraud as to the state’s “notice and cure” practice, by which election officials notify voters if there is an issue with their
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mail-in ballot and provide the voter with an opportunity to fix the mistake. While those claims were rejected, legislators subsequently introduced a bill to prohibit election officials from providing any opportunity for voters to cure their mail ballots.

**ii. Analysis of Public Statements by Proponents of Restrictive Voting and Election Sabotage Legislation**

A second recent Brennan Center analysis examined public statements made by sponsors and key proponents of restrictive voting and election sabotage legislation in the states and found that those sponsors justified their legislation using the same discredited claims of a widespread fraud and a stolen election that fueled the insurrection. The analysis focused on two sets of public rhetoric: (i) statements made by the chief sponsors and co-sponsors of the 13 most restrictive new laws passed in 2021; and (ii) statements concerning all 25 such bills introduced in Georgia and all 31 introduced in Pennsylvania in 2021, as these two states saw some of the most aggressive restrictive voting and election sabotage bills. In total, the analysis uncovered relevant statements for 58 bills made in legislative proceedings, at campaign events, to reporters, and on social media, with striking results.

We found, first, that the vast majority of the 58 bills were sponsored by legislators who publicly questioned the validity of the 2020 election, including the chief sponsors of 10 of the 13 most restrictive new state laws. For example, Arkansas Representative Mark Lowery, who served as the chief sponsor of legislation enhancing voter ID requirements, notably stated that he “believe[s] Donald Trump was elected president” in 2020 and signed a letter asking for audits of the 2020 election in every state and decertification of any result declared “prematurely and inaccurately.”

Similarly, sponsors of 20 of the 25 restrictive bills introduced in Georgia last year questioned the election’s outcome, mostly by suggesting that the surge in absentee ballots in 2020 led to fraud. Representative Barry Fleming, Chair of the Georgia House Special Committee on Elections formed in the wake of the 2020 election, suggested in an op-ed that unreliable mail ballots changed the outcome of certain races in 2020. He argued that
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“Democrats [were] relying on the always-suspect absentee balloting process to inch ahead in Georgia and other close states” and proceeded to compare mail ballots to “the shady part of town down near the docks you do not want to wander into because the chance of being shanghaied is significant.” He added: “Expect the Georgia Legislature to address that in our next session in January [2021].” Representative Fleming later shepherded Senate Bill 202—an omnibus vote suppression and election sabotage package—through the House and served as the lead sponsor on two other restrictive bills.

And in Pennsylvania, sponsors of 25 of the 31 restrictive bills introduced in 2021 questioned the 2020 election’s integrity. Representative Russ Diamond, for instance, wrote a Facebook post alleging that there were “troubling discrepancies between the numbers of total votes counted and total numbers of voters who voted in the 2020 General Election.” He also believed that officials counted 200,000 extra votes and considered certifying Pennsylvania’s election results to have been “absolutely premature, unconfirmed, and in error.” Representative Diamond subsequently sponsored five bills to restrict voting access in 2021 and served as the lead sponsor on four.

Second, sponsors of many vote suppression and election sabotage bills introduced last year expressly connected those bills to false claims about the 2020 election. Sponsors of six of the 13 most restrictive bills made connections between voter fraud and the bill at hand. For example, when introducing Senate Bill 1111, which would have limited the types of addresses at which voters register to vote and otherwise enhances ID requirements, Texas Senator Paul Bettencourt maintained that the “November 2020 election demonstrated the lack of transparency and lack of integrity within the election process.” Along with six other “election integrity” bills that he filed, Senator Bettencourt posited that Senate Bill 1111 would help “to make sure the problems we faced in 2020 will not happen again.” In Pennsylvania, Senator Doug Mastriano—who was present on Capitol grounds on January 6, held hearings in which Rudy Giuliani spread false claims of voter fraud, attempted to lead a partisan audit of the 2020 election, and reportedly claimed that he saw “better elections in Afghanistan”—went on to co-author a memorandum in support of Senate Bill 515, which would repeal no-excuse mail voting. The memo echoed his earlier rhetoric by claiming that the bill would “once again restore confidence in our democracy and shine a light into the shadow of doubt that has been cast over Americans’ most democratic process.”
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state’s 25 restrictive bills argued that the provisions in those bills were intended to address purported 2020 election fraud.\(^6\)

Finally, and not surprisingly, our analysis found that sponsors of every piece of introduced and enacted legislation publicly justified their legislation as measures to address voter fraud and election integrity—often in language mirroring that used by proponents of conspiracy theories relating to the 2020 election.\(^7\) This language included, for example, trying to “restore or confirm confidence in the election process” or creating “an election where legal votes count, and illegal votes do not.”\(^8\)

* * *

In short, the connections uncovered by the Brennan Center’s research demonstrate that the same election denial that drove litigation and rhetoric to overturn the 2020 election result played a critical role in driving restrictive voting and election sabotage efforts in 2021.

B. Restrictive Voting Legislation Fueled by Disinformation about the 2020 Election and Voter Fraud Is Harming Voters, and Disproportionately Voters of Color

The spike in restrictive voting legislation in 2021 already is harming voters, with a disproportionate amount of this harm falling on voters of color. First, existing research has found measurable, negative turnout effects for many of the types of provisions passed in 2021.\(^9\) For example, multiple social science studies have found that measures that create stricter voter ID requirements or limit polling place access markedly depress voter turnout, with larger effects for voters of color.\(^10\) Other studies have found that reducing early in-person voting opportunities can reduce turnout,\(^11\) as do earlier registration deadlines\(^12\) and policies leading to long lines on Election Day.\(^13\) Where empirical studies have not found a negative turnout impact, that does not mean harm is not occurring, but rather that it cannot be measured by existing empirical tools—or that large amounts of resources have been invested to overcome these barriers and maintain turnout levels.

Second, as new laws begin to take effect, there is mounting evidence that they already are disenfranchising voters. In Texas, for example, Senate Bill 1 creates a more stringent voter ID requirement pursuant to which voters must provide their driver’s license number or partial social
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security number that matches the county’s own files.\textsuperscript{77} Already, the new law led to the rejection of thousands of mail-in ballots in the March 2022 primary election.\textsuperscript{78} In Texas’s largest counties, rejection rates ranged from between six and almost 22 percent—significantly higher than the state’s one percent rejection rate in the 2020 election cycle.\textsuperscript{79} Similarly, after the passage of mail voting restrictions in Georgia Senate Bill 202, voters in the state’s 2021 local elections were 45 times more likely to have their mail ballot applications rejected—and ultimately not vote as a result—than in 2020.\textsuperscript{80} These examples represent just a small slice of the surge in new restrictive voting legislation.

Further, these new laws target and fall most harshly on voters of color. There is a growing body of social science research proving that restrictive voting laws disproportionately impact voters of color.\textsuperscript{81} There also is mounting evidence that the laws passed this year are especially like to have, and already are having, that effect.

For example, new laws making mail voting more difficult target and already are harming voters of color. Black voters—who make up about a third of the electorate in Georgia—comprised half of all late ballot application rejections in the state during 2021 local elections.\textsuperscript{82} In Florida, an analysis of drop box usage amongst different groups revealed that the state’s new restrictions on this voting method will impose greater burdens on Black voters than on other groups.\textsuperscript{83} And in Arizona, the state’s shorter window for voters to add missing signatures to mail ballots will especially harm Navajo voters, many of whom would have to travel hundreds of miles to an election office to add their signature.\textsuperscript{84}

There also is significant evidence that laws restricting voters from receiving help when voting or registering to vote disproportionately impact voters of color.\textsuperscript{85} Black and Latino voters are more likely to depend upon the help of third-party organizations to register and vote in Florida.\textsuperscript{86} As a result, the state’s new limits on these organizations will create a disproportionate impact on them as compared to white voters.\textsuperscript{87} Similarly, many Native American voters in Montana rely upon paid ballot collectors, as they often have infrequent mail service and limited
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access to locations at which they can submit their ballot. A new state law bans the use of paid ballot collectors, creating a more burdensome voting process for many Native Americans, especially those with disabilities or who may lack access to transportation.

Further, new voter identification laws will disproportionately harm voters of color. For example, although Black registered voters account for only 30 percent of Georgia’s registered voters, they comprise more than half of those registrants without a qualifying state ID number or driver’s license under Senate Bill 202. This is consistent with existing research that shows the racial turnout gap grows when states enact strict voter ID laws.

These disparate impacts are not coincidental. There is a growing body of evidence that the push to restrict access to voting in the states is inextricable from race. Social science studies over the past decade have linked restrictive voting legislation to increases in political participation or population growth by voters of color. Forthcoming Brennan Center research provides evidence that the disinformation fueling restrictive voting legislation is perceived as race-based and that racial resentment is one of the most significant factors driving efforts to make voting more difficult.

II. The Same Election Denial That Drove the Insurrection Threatens Impartial Election Administrators

In addition to these ongoing threats to voting rights and electoral processes, disinformation about the 2020 election and voter fraud also is driving a wave of attacks on impartial election administrators. This risks triggering an election official retention crisis as experienced and capable officials leave or are forced out of their positions. Election denial also is politicizing—and nationalizing—the races by which these election officials are chosen, raising fears about who will replace the officials from both parties who worked tirelessly to hold the line against election sabotage during the 2020 election.
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A. Disinformation about the 2020 Election and Voter Fraud Is Driving Attacks on Election Officials and Pushing Them out of Their Positions

Election officials are facing unprecedented levels of threats and harassment. These attacks, which range from vigilante threats and intimidation to overt political interference and threats of prosecution, are forcing impartial, experienced election workers across the country to question their personal safety. Many of these attacks stem from the same election denial that fueled both the insurrection and the surge in restrictive voter and election sabotage legislation discussed above.

i. Vigilante Threats and Harassment

In the wake of the 2020 election, threats and harassment against state and local election officials have skyrocketed.94 A recent survey of local election officials conducted by the Brennan Center reveals that one in six local election officials have experienced threats, ranging from racist and gendered harassment to death threats that named the election official’s spouse and children.95 More than three in four local election officials said that threats have increased in recent years, and nearly one in three know of at least one election worker who has left their job at least in part because of fears for their safety.96 These findings reaffirm previous research conducted by the Brennan Center, which detailed patterns of harassment and interference directed at all levels of state and local election administration following the 2020 election.97

Many of these attacks are traceable to the same stolen election allegations that fueled the insurrection. The violent threats against election workers have often explicitly invoked the baseless narratives of widespread election fraud and a stolen election. One email threatening to bomb polling places in Georgia declared that “no one at these places will be spared unless and until Trump is guaranteed to be POTUS again.”98 In another case, a 63-year-old city clerk—who now carries a handgun out of fear for her safety—recalls a man who harassed her on the street and yelled “why did you allow Trump to lose? Why did you cheat?”99 Election officials themselves have attributed increasing threats against them to disinformation; nearly two in three respondents in the Brennan Center’s survey of local election officials believe that false information is making their job more dangerous.100

Threats and harassment driven by election denial have continued at a dangerous pace into 2022. A recent POLITICO review across major social media platforms revealed a “flood” of
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recent posts promoting 2020 stolen election theories, including posts that used violent imagery and explicitly discussed attacking election officials. In February, the Department of Homeland Security issued an advisory warning that election fraud disinformation could motivate violent attacks on democratic institutions, including election workers, in the months preceding the 2022 midterm elections. As 2022 elections approach, these threats continue to directly impact the lives of election officials.

**ii. Political Interference and Threats of Prosecution**

The aftermath of the 2020 election also sparked a barrage of political attacks against election officials. These attacks included the widely reported efforts by former President Trump and his supporters to overturn the election outcome in key swing states. Most notably, the former President attempted to pressure Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger, a Republican, to “find 11,780 votes” and illegitimately declare him the state’s winner. In Michigan, he publicly pressured local and state officials to revoke their votes to certify the election for President Biden. These initial efforts to pressure election officials and sow distrust in the electoral system stem from the same false allegations of a stolen election that drove the insurrection.

Even after the 2020 election result was definitively resolved, political meddling persisted in the form of unsubstantiated audits and recounts. In Maricopa County, Arizona Republican Party leaders organized a sham “audit” of the County’s election results in an effort to discredit them. To this day, Republican leaders in Arizona continue to claim—without evidence—that election administrators mishandled thousands of ballots. The Arizona audit sparked copycat movements across the country, as the Wisconsin and Pennsylvania state legislatures ordered similar reviews of the 2020 vote. As recently as September 2021, the Texas secretary of
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state’s office announced a “comprehensive forensic audit” of the 2020 results in four major counties.109 And in Nevada, the state’s Republican Party compelled Republican Secretary of State Barbara Cegavske to review nearly 123,000 ballots based upon unfounded allegations of voter fraud.110 Secretary Cegavske’s review, which consumed 125 hours of her staff’s time, found no evidence of fraud.111

More disturbingly, election officials increasingly face threats in the form of criminal prosecution. Just recently, election officials in Wisconsin were threatened with jail time as part of a months-long, spurious review of the 2020 presidential election.112 Michael Gableman, a former state Supreme Court justice leading the review for Republican legislators, issued the threat after the chairwoman of the state Elections Commission and several other officials refused to sit for secret, closed-door interviews with him and instead requested to sit for the interviews before a legislative committee.113 As discussed in Part I above, other states such as Texas and Arizona are passing laws that would impose criminal penalties on election officials for routine activities and unintentional mistakes.114

Like the upsurge in vigilante attacks, the wave of political attacks following the 2020 election finds its roots in the same election denial that drove the insurrection. Unfortunately, political attacks against election officials show no sign of abating.115 State legislators across the county continue to propose bills that allow for criminal penalties against, or the removal of, experienced election officials.116 In fact, when the Brennan Center asked local election officials to compare how worried they were about political interference in the 2020 election with how worried they are about political interference in future elections, nearly three times as many said they are very worried about the future.117 In other words, election officials themselves believe that the political attacks against them will get worse.
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iii. Growing Election Official Retention Crisis

These disinformation-driven attacks threaten to create a retention crisis among election officials. According to the Brennan Center’s survey, three in five local election officials are concerned that threats and harassment will make it more difficult to retain or recruit election workers going forward.\(^{118}\) Disinformation also exacerbates the already-heavy strain on election workers, who must spend significant time correcting misleading and false information.\(^{119}\) Due to these challenging circumstances, dozens of local election officials in Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin already have left their positions.\(^{120}\) In Nevada, by 2024 more than a third of the state’s 17 top county election officials will be new to the job.\(^{121}\) And nationwide, one in five elected officials surveyed plan to leave their position before 2024.\(^{122}\) These officials overwhelmingly cited stress and the belief that politicians are attacking “a system that they know is fair and honest” as their top reasons for leaving.\(^{123}\)

B. Disinformation about the 2020 Election and Voter Fraud Is Distorting Statewide Campaigns to Oversee Elections

The vast majority of the thousands of state and local election officials in America are elected. This year, elections from town clerk and supervisor to state secretary of state and governor will decide who will administer and certify the elections during the next presidential cycle in 2024.\(^{124}\) Twenty-seven states will hold elections for secretary of state—the official who typically serves as a state’s chief election officer.\(^{125}\) These races are being run in the context of a disinformation campaign intended to cast doubt on election results, and a significant number of election official candidates in these races are invoking claims that the 2020 election was invalid.\(^{126}\)

For example, many candidates embrace disinformation about the 2020 election and voter fraud in their pitch to voters and donors, including—at the highest level—secretaries of state and gubernatorial candidates. The States United Democracy Center found that 21 secretary of state
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\(^{124}\) Local officials, like county clerks, are typically responsible for designing ballots, running polling places, employing poll workers, and overseeing ballot counts. Secretaries of state are often a state’s chief election official, overseeing procedures for voter registration and voting, as well as certifying results. Governors can also be involved in election administration through appointments, emergency declaration powers, and sometimes certification of results. Ian Vandewalker and Lawrence Norden, Financing of Races for Offices that Oversee Elections: January 2022, Brennan Center for Justice, 2022, https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/financing-races-offices-oversee-elections-january-2022.


candidates disputed the results of the 2020 election, including at least one candidate in 18 of the 27 states holding secretary of state contests this year.127 Similarly, 24 of the 36 gubernatorial contests this year have seen campaigns take part in this disinformation.128

This disinformation has, in turn, increased the prominence of these races, illustrated by trends in the financing of contests for secretary of state in key battleground states. Compared to recent election cycles, campaigns are raising more money, from more donors, with greater reliance upon out-of-state donations.

Across the states with the closest margins in the 2020 presidential contest that are holding secretary of state elections this year (Arizona, Georgia, Michigan, Minnesota, Nevada, and Wisconsin), the amount of campaign contributions has climbed more than three times higher than at this point in the 2018 cycle and eight times higher than 2014, according to the Brennan Center’s analysis.129

Disinformation about the 2020 election and voter fraud is primarily responsible for this trend. Arizona, for example, has received national attention for claims about election irregularities, as is discussed above. One candidate, a leading fundraiser in the secretary of state race, has claimed that “Trump won” and called for “decertifying” the election.130 Amidst this disinformation-driven dialogue, contributions to Arizona secretary of state candidates doubled since the last cycle and have reached levels more than eight times higher than at this point in the 2014 cycle.131 Further, the number of donors giving in this year’s secretary of state election, 11,566, is higher than that of recent cycles by a factor of 10.132 By comparison, only 1,235 people gave to all the Arizona secretary of state candidates combined in 2018.133

In Michigan, one leading candidate has claimed that Dominion voting machines used by the state changed votes and said that “Trump won Michigan.”134 Another has said the “big lie” is leading to “an effort to try again in 2024 what those democracy deniers attempted to do in

129 Ian Vandewalker, Financing of Races for Offices that Oversee Elections: February 2022, Brennan Center for Justice, 2022, https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/financing-races-offices-oversee-elections-february-2022. We include the Wisconsin secretary of state race even though that office does not administer elections because election denial is an issue there. The Wisconsin Elections Commission, like elections administrators in many states, has been attacked over the 2020 elections. There has been a push, including by several declared candidates for secretary of state or governor, to give the secretary of state greater power over elections. See Laurel White, “GOP Lawmaker Amy Loudenbeck Launches Secretary of State Campaign, Calls for Office to Take Control of Elections,” Wisconsin Public Radio, December 1, 2021, https://www.wpr.org/gop-lawmaker-amy-loudenbeck-launches-secretary-state-campaign-calls-office-take-control-elections.
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2020 but failed.” Amid this rhetoric, contributions to Michigan secretary of state candidates are three times higher than at this point in the 2018 cycle. Incumbent Jocelyn Benson (D), who administered the 2020 election in Michigan and opposes claims that the 2020 election was invalid, has raised $1.5 million, from 4,890 donors. Educator Kristina Karamo, Benson’s Republican opponent, has raised the second-largest amount: $233,494 from 2,206 donors. They each have more donors than those giving to all the secretary of state candidates combined in the last cycle, which was 1,478.

Beyond the sheer amounts of money flowing into secretary of state races, these contests for bureaucratic state positions are taking on a more national profile as candidates attract unprecedented numbers of donors and funding from outside their own state.

In Arizona, the amount that donors from other states have contributed has soared to almost 10 times more than in the 2018 cycle and over 30 times more than in either the 2014 or 2010 cycle. Republican State Representative Mark Finchem has received contributions from 4,983 people who live outside Arizona—two-thirds of his donors. Another secretary of state candidate, Democratic State Representative Reginald Bolding, also counts a majority of his donors—54 percent of his 1,390 contributors—from other states. In the 2018 cycle, by comparison, only 117 out-of-state donors made contributions throughout the entire secretary of state contest.

Similarly, the Michigan secretary of state election also has seen a sudden increase in out-of-state funding. Donors living outside of Michigan have contributed $474,977—three and a half times higher than the amount from the prior election, which also saw out-of-state funding levels higher than each of the two election cycles before.

In light of these numbers, it is important to recognize the dangerous interplay between election denial, threats against election officials, and the nationalization of races for election official positions. As detailed above, disinformation-driven attacks against election officials are pushing experienced officials from both parties out of their positions. At the same time, the individuals who may replace them will in many instances emerge from nationalized, politically charged races that heavily feature disinformation about the 2020 election and voter fraud. Our
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research shows that local election officials themselves are worried about this very problem and the impact on their profession: over half of local election officials surveyed by the Brennan Center worry that their incoming colleagues might believe that “widespread voter fraud” contaminated the 2020 elections.145

Regardless of the outcome of these elections, relentless voter fraud lies and conspiracy theories have damaged voter confidence in election results, which is necessary for a functioning democracy. A majority of Americans believe U.S. democracy is “in crisis and at risk of failing.”146 One candidate put it starkly: “If American democracy is to survive, political figures of both parties need to abandon stolen-election claims.”147

* * *

My testimony has shown that the same allegations that fueled the insurrection are continuing to wreak havoc on our democracy. The attacks on our democracy, in turn, expose the uncomfortable truth that our country does not have sufficient guardrails in place to protect our elections from efforts to restrict voting, sabotage our electoral processes, and undermine impartial election administration. To ensure free and fair elections, we must bolster and strengthen those guardrails. Most critically, we need baseline national standards for voting access and election administration, protections against voting discrimination, protections for impartial election administrators, and other defenses against election sabotage.

Congress has broad authority under the Constitution to enact the necessary legislation, and it came close to doing so earlier this year. The Freedom to Vote: John R. Lewis Act, which narrowly failed to overcome a filibuster in March, would address many of these problems. Most importantly, it would establish national standards for the casting and the counting of ballots in federal elections and protect against harmful rollbacks of voting rights, partisan efforts to discard or otherwise manipulate election results, and attacks on election officials who are simply following well-recognized best practices. It also would directly insulate election officials from politicized efforts to remove them, increase safeguards against vigilante threats and harassment, curb the fraudulent “audits” that have been conducted in Arizona and elsewhere, and give voters a statutory right to sue if their voting rights are infringed, including by a failure to certify lawful election results. And it contains direct curbs on disinformation—including a clear prohibition on the dissemination of false information about elections designed to suppress the vote—as well as increased transparency for paid political communications over the Internet. Finally, it would revitalize the landmark Voting Rights Act’s protections against racial discrimination in voting that the Supreme Court has hobbled, among many other much-needed provisions.148
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The only way to neutralize the disinformation-driven threats to our democracy and to protect against potentially catastrophic results is through such federal legislation. We strongly urge Congress to revisit this critical bill and pass it into law.